
Ecosystem ecology spans many scales. Here we look at how we can address 
ecosystem ecology processes at the regional to global scales. To do so takes 
remote sensing coupled with models.  The challenge is whether to use mechanistic 
models driven with remote sensing inputs, or use highly empirical models. Of 
course these products need validation and independent paramterization. Here is 
where the flux networks play a role.
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What is global ecology and how can we accomplish such work.
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The image of earth from the Moon and the Apollo space mission changed our view 
of Earth. We started to realize it is a fragile domain, that is not limitless. It called to 
arms a better efforts to be good stewards of our planet. Earth Day is an example of 
events on Earth that were stimulated by this new view..
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Wedding at Cana, Veronese, the Louvre, Paris
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As noted we are dealing with a hierarchy of space scales. Different remote sensing 
sensors can view the ground at different spatial resolution, to build a spatial mosaic 
of the land surface.
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Remote sensing can give us lots of different types of information that is of interest to 
ecosystem ecologist. GPP, leaf area index, evaporation, fire, disturbance, land use, 
change in land use, fraction of land cover, etc, etc
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Remote sensing has a bunch of attendant pros and cons. The most glaring con is 
clouds. Most passive sensors can’t see through clouds. Other issues are overpass 
times and view frequency.
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Scientists like Helmut Leith and Jerry Olson, who specialized in biogeography, were 
among the first to start thinking globa
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The key to remote sensing is to interpret the reflective spectrum of a surface and 
give it attribution to aspects of the land surface.  Green vegetation and wet and dry 
soils have distinct spectral signatures.
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The spectral signature of a landscape can vary with season as the grass grows, 
dies and senesces
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Different satellite sensors are able to measure a different suite of spectral bands.
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Here is an example of the spectral resolution of the surface defined by fine and 
coarse resolution sensors.
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There tends to be an inverse relation between spatial resolution and spectral 
bands and frequency of sampling the surface



The era of global ecology can probably be dated back to the work of Jim Tucker and 
his use of data from AVHRR sensor on the fleet of NOAA GOES weather satellites.
Tucker relaized we could deduce information about the greeness of the surface 
from the relative reflectance of light in the red and near infrared wavebands, yielding 
the widely used index NDVI
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Today, products like NDVI are used to assess global maps of absorbed light and 
infer leaf area index. Correcting for clouds, time series of maps and changes can go 
back to the early 1980s.
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Ideas about estimating net and gross primary productivity from space started with 
this famous figure from John Monteith, who found that the dry matter production of 
many crops was a tight linear function of INTERCEPTED light.  So know incoming 
light, the light use efficiency (LUE) and the fraction of absorbed light and you can 
get a good guestimate of GPP.
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These light use efficiency,  LUE, models are widely used by the remote sensing 
community. They are simple and empirical. They need to be validated with flux data 
and we need to know the functional response of reduced LUE with temperature and 
soil moisture stress.  Measuring fpar, the fraction of absorb par accounts for 
phenology and developing LAI.
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The launching of multi band spectral radiometers MODIS, gave scientists an 
instrument with more bands and higher spatial resolution. Using empirical relations 
between light absorptance and light USE efficiency, new efforts were made to model 
GPP
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Big question relates to sampling. How does a snap shot from space scale with daily 
integrals of carbon fluxes. Luckily we found the relation to scale linearly!
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Here is an example of the global maps of GPP that can be produced by these 
products.
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Here is a list of the type of information that can be deduced by hyper spectral 
reflectance
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These are some of the reflectance band combinations associated with leaf area 
index, leaf nitrogen, chlorophyll, leaf mass per unit area and carbon mass
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NDVI is a useful index due to its long history and simplicity. It is not the best as it 
does saturate with high leaf area index.
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Other vegetation difference indices of use and their spectral bands
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Another table repeating this data.
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Here is the hot spot we see in our data for LAI. It differs from the NDVI index
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NDVI is powerful for telling us about seasonality of LAI, for instance
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How ndvi relates to direct measurements of LAI
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Ranga Myneni, Univ Boston..mapping LAI from space
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Ned Nikolov, unpublished..LAI of California



Here is a case showing good relations between reflectance and canopy nitrogen.  
This relation has UTILITY. Yet, it has received much criticism from remote sensing 
experts.

Cons,,critics claim it is an artifact. When the bidirectional reflectance is corrected for 
canopy structure there becomes a negative relation between N and reflectance and 
they claim the observations conflict with the physics of leaf reflectance in a 3D 
canopy and how those photons emerge from the canopy

Pros…see townsend
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Land cover maps derived from space
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Effective growing season detected from space
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Integrated columns of aerosols and IR absorption can tell us about pollutants
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The first OCO crashed on launch A duplicate was built and there are plans to launch 
it.
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Japan has a different CO2 satellite
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Grace measures gravitational fields. It has been very powerful and detecting loss of 
ground water in the Central Valley.
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New efforts are to look at fluorescence from space and to detect other stresses.
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Heat stress activates pigments like zeaxanthin and carotenoids, which alters 
reflectance in the 531 nm range relative to 570 nm.  This index is called PRI and 
can be used to down regulate photosynthesis
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Example of PRI and LUE
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Fluorescence is another form of dissipating energy not used by photosynthesis.
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